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UUA Green Sanctuary 2030: Mobilizing for Climate Justice

A Roadmap for Congregations to Rise to the Crisis

Stage 3. ACTION PLAN

In pursuing GS 2030 accreditation or re-accreditation, GS teams plan four campaigns (congregational

transformation, mitigation, adaptation & resilience, and justice) for bold, effective, collaborative

action.  The action plan describes the intended activities and impacts for each campaign and how

those impacts will be measured.  There is no prescription as to the number of projects to be included

in a campaign.  Rather, each campaign should reflect the opportunities for greatest impact identified

in the Opportunity Assessment.

For guidance in developing action plans, GS teams are encouraged to use both the Action Plan

Guidelines (which will be used by the review team to provide feedback) and the description of the

Final Report to be submitted at the end of the process. Teams are also encouraged to be selective

and spend time and resources where those will be most impactful in the transformative

climate-action work of the congregation.

Campaigns

It is likely that campaigns will overlap, and if so, please describe and discuss that overlap, paying

particular attention to how the other three campaigns overlap with the campaign for congregational

transformation.

For each campaign, provide project names and please describe:

1. The key findings in the opportunity assessment on which the campaign is based. (If the

mitigation campaign will not include a project or projects to reduce facility and member/friends

emissions, please explain.)

2. Project activities.

3. The intended impacts of the campaign and how those impacts  will be measured.
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4. The roles of RE/faith formation and worship & celebration, where applicable.

5. The role of civic action/activism, collaboration with historically marginalized communities,

and/or engagement with UU or other climate-action groups, where applicable.

6. If/how  participation of the congregation and the broader community will be encouraged and

measured.

Please submit your completed Action Plan and Action Plan Guidelines to

<GSdocuments.Hughes@gmail.com>.   You may copy Rev. Karen Brammer,  <KBrammer@uua.org>.

Please also complete the short Action Plan Feedback Form, which will provide valuable information

to help  (a) improve GS 2030 and (b) document impacts. 

Thank you. 

Rev. Karen Brammer

Green Sanctuary Program Manager <KBrammer@uua.org>
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